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Abstract: Floods can be considered as one among the top natural disasters that sometimes happens regularly in particular 
season thereby causing harm on human lives and also results in reducing economic growth. So, the news about the flooding 
events has to be spread to nearby localities in time so as to avoid further chaos. Therefore, it is crucial to build a warning system 
that informs the flooding event to reduce the casualties of flood disaster. Recognizing sensitive events in images, such as flood 
events is significant for the maintenance of normal public opinion and social stability. By now, it is still a challenging problem. 
In this project, we propose a novel method for recognizing flood events from images using Keras pretrained MobileNet CNN. 
Flooding and non-flooding images are collected and trained in the CNN network so as to build the classifier that can differentiate 
the input image from flooding and non-flooding categories. At first, the feature extraction is carried to develop a model that is 
capable of classifying flood images from normal images. Later the MobileNet CNN helps in classifying the flood images 
effectively with accuracy and an appropriate warning message is sent to the people in nearby localities. To enhance the efficacy 
of our flood event recognition system, we are integrating cutting-edge tech- nologies and methodologies. In addition to 
leveraging the power of Keras pretrained MobileNet CNN for image classification, we are also implementing advanced image 
processing techniques for better feature extraction and analysis. By incorporating these methods, we aim to achieve higher 
accuracy and reliability in identifying flood events from images. 
Index Terms: CNN, MobileNet, Keras 
 

I.      INTRODUCTION 
We are presenting a novel method in determining the flash flood of various locations using Image Processing techniques. Since 
smartphones are becoming affordable, they have be- come ubiquitous. The system will take geo-tagged images of buildings or 
stationary objects, The geographical location is inferred by obtaining the geotagging information. They are then compared against a 
set of reference images and the right perspective of the reference image that best represents the image obtained is identified. For 
the feature matching, an algorithm called SIFT - Scale Invariant Feature Transform is used. SIFT computes matching feature 
points and then we will send a message if flood is detected. In addition to the technical aspects of our method, it’s important 
to consider the broader implications and benefits it offers. By harnessing the widespread availability of smartphones and the 
increasing adoption of geotagging features, our system democratizes flood monitoring and early warning capabilities. This 
democratization is especially significant in regions with limited access to traditional monitoring infrastructure, where the 
deployment of costly sensors or satellite imagery may be impractical. Moreover, the real-time nature of our approach enables 
prompt response and intervention in the event of a flash flood, potentially mitigating its impact on lives and prop- erty. Rapid 
dissemination of alerts through messaging plat- forms ensures that relevant stakeholders, including emergency responders and local 
communities, are promptly informed, facilitating coordinated action and evacuation efforts. Overall, our novel method represents a 
significant advancement in leveraging technology for proactive flood management and resilience-building. By harnessing the power 
of image process- ing, geotagging, and machine learning, we aim to empower communities with the tools and information needed to 
better understand, monitor, and respond to flash floods, ultimately saving lives and minimizing the socioeconomic impacts of these 
natural disasters. Furthermore, the scalability and adapt- ability of our method make it suitable for deployment in diverse 
geographical and environmental conditions. Whether in urban areas with dense infrastructure or rural regions with sparse 
monitoring networks, our system can effectively utilize the wealth of geo-tagged images captured by smartphones to assess flood 
risk and provide timely warnings. This versatility is crucial for ensuring that vulnerable communities, regardless of their location or 
resources, can benefit from proactive flood monitoring and early warning systems. In addition to its immediate utility in 
disaster response and management, our method also has long-term implications for urban planning and infrastructure development.  
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By analyzing patterns of flood occurrence and severity derived from geotagged images, pol- icymakers and urban planners can gain 
valuable insights into flood-prone areas and prioritize investments in flood mitigation measures.  
This proactive approach to urban resilience can help minimize future flood damage and enhance the overall sustainability and 
livability of cities and communities. 
 

II.      RELATED  WORKS 
A. Remote detection and monitoring of a water level using narrow band channel 
The paper presents a novel approach for remotely detecting and monitoring water levels. Through the utilization of a narrow band 
channel, the author proposes a method that likely involves the deployment of sensors and the implementation of signal processing 
algorithms to transmit and analyze data related to water levels. The use of a narrow band channel suggests a focused communication 
protocol optimized for this specific task. Results from experiments or simulations are likely presented to validate the effectiveness of 
the proposed method, showcasing its accuracy, reliability, and efficiency in remote water level monitoring. The paper likely 
concludes with discussions on the implications of the findings, potential applications, limitations, and avenues for future research, 
contributing to the advancement of remote sensing techniques for environmental monitoring purposes. 
 
B. A study on the development of disaster information report- ing and status transmission system based on smartphone 
The paper explores the creation of a system aimed at facilitating disaster information reporting and status transmis- sion through 
smartphones. The study probably investigates the design and implementation of a mobile application or platform that enables users to 
report and transmit critical information during disasters, leveraging the widespread availability and connectivity of smartphones. 
The paper may detail the func- tionalities and features of the proposed system, such as real- time reporting, location tagging, and 
multimedia capabilities for enhanced communication during emergencies. Moreover, it may discuss the technical aspects, usability 
considerations, and potential challenges associated with deploying such a system in disaster-prone areas. Overall, this paper likely 
contributes to the field of disaster management by proposing a technology- driven solution to improve information dissemination 
and coordination during crises, potentially enhancing emergency response efforts and community resilience. 
 
C. Remote Sensing for Flood Mapping and Monitoring 
The paper delves into the application of remote sensing techniques for the mapping and monitoring of floods. It probably discusses 
various methods and technologies utilized in remote sensing, such as satellite imagery and aerial photog- raphy, to accurately 
identify flood-prone areas, assess flood extent, and monitor changes over time. The authors likely explore the advantages of remote 
sensing in providing timely and comprehensive flood information, enabling better disaster preparedness, response, and mitigation 
strategies. Additionally, the paper may highlight challenges and limitations in flood mapping and monitoring using remote sensing 
data, as well as potential future research directions to further improve the accuracy and efficiency of such approaches. Overall, this 
paper likely contributes valuable insights to the field of disaster research by elucidating the role of remote sensing in enhancing flood 
management and disaster resilience efforts. 
 
D. Flood Susceptibility Mapping Using Image-Based 2D- CNN Deep Learning 
The paper explores the application of deep learning techniques, specifically 2D Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), for flood 
susceptibility mapping in urban areas with limited data availability. The paper likely provides an overview of the methodology, 
focusing on the use of image-based analysis and multiparametric spatial data to train the CNN model for flood susceptibility 
assessment. It probably includes a case study demonstrating the application of the proposed approach, showcasing its effectiveness 
in identifying areas prone to flooding and providing valuable insights for urban planning and disaster management. Additionally, the 
paper may discuss the advantages of using deep learning methods for flood susceptibility mapping, such as their ability to handle 
complex spatial data and their potential for automation and scalability. Overall, this paper likely contributes to the ad- vancement of 
flood risk assessment techniques by integrating deep learning with geospatial analysis, particularly in data- scarce urban 
environments, thereby aiding in more informed decision-making and resilience building against flood hazards. 
 
E. A review of intelligent models for mapping city develop- ment and urban flooding 
The paper provides an extensive review of intelligent mod- eling approaches utilized in the mapping of city development and urban 
flooding. This review probably encompasses various types of intelligent models, including machine learning, arti- ficial intelligence, 
and geospatial analysis techniques, aimed at understanding and predicting patterns of urban growth and flood susceptibility.  
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The authors likely discuss the application of these models in assessing the dynamics of urbanization, identifying vulnerable areas to 
flooding, and informing sus- tainable urban planning strategies.  
Moreover, the paper may highlight the strengths and limitations of different intelligent modeling approaches, as well as emerging 
trends and future research directions in the field. Overall, this review likely offers valuable insights into the use of intelligent 
models for addressing the complex challenges associated with urban development and flooding, contributing to more resilient and 
sustainable cities in the face of environmental changes. 
 
F. Investigation of Flood Monitoring Detection System Using IoT Application 
The paper explores the development and implementation of a flood monitoring detection system based on Internet of Things 
(IoT) technology. This investigation probably involves the design and deployment of sensors or monitoring devices in flood-prone 
areas to collect real-time data on water levels, weather conditions, and other relevant parameters. The paper may discuss the 
architecture of the IoT application, including data transmission protocols, data processing techniques, and visualization methods 
used to analyze and present the flood monitoring data. Furthermore, the authors likely assess the effectiveness and reliability of the 
proposed system through case studies or experiments, evaluating its potential for early detection, timely warning, and mitigation 
of flood hazards. Overall, this paper likely contributes to the field of integrated technology by showcasing the practical application 
of IoT in improving flood monitoring and management, offering insights into the design, implementation, and performance of such 
systems in real-world scenarios. 
 

III.      PROPOSED MODEL 
The proposed system is designed to effectively classify images as either depicting flooding or non-flooding scenarios. The system 
operates by taking an image as input and subse- quently generates an output in the form of textual information, clearly indicating 
whether the depicted scene is associated with flooding or not. Additionally, this output includes crucial performance metrics such as 
accuracy, F1 score, and precision, providing users with a comprehensive assessment of the classi- fication results. Moreover, in cases 
where the system identifies a flooding image, it goes a step further by sending a text message (SMS) alert to notify the user, thereby 
ensuring timely awareness of potential flood events. proposed system intro- duces a novel approach to flood event recognition, 
leveraging the power of Keras’ pretrained MobileNet convolutional neural network (CNN). Through extensive data collection 
efforts, we have curated datasets comprising both flooding and non- flooding images, which serve as the foundation for training 
the CNN model. 

Fig. 1. Implementation Diagram for Machine Training 
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1) Image Processing: This is the initial step where images are captured and prepared for further analysis. It involves 
preprocessing tasks such as noise reduction, enhancing image quality, and possibly segmenting the relevant parts of the image. 

2) Reference Image Selection: This step involves selecting a reference image, which serves as a baseline for com- parison. The 
reference image is usually taken when the water level is at a known, non-flood state. This helps in identifying changes in 
subsequent images. 

3) Homography Estimation: Homography is a transforma- tion that maps points from one plane to another. In this context, it is 
used to align the current image with the reference image, accounting for any perspective changes or distortions. This ensures 
that the flood level can be accurately measured relative to the reference image. 

4) Flood Line Plotting: After aligning the images, the system identifies and plots the flood line in the current image. This is the line 
where water meets the land or other objects, indicating the extent of flooding. 

5) Flood Level Detection: In this step, the plotted flood line is analyzed to determine the water level. This involves measuring the 
vertical distance from a known point (often in the reference image) to the flood line. This measurement indicates the flood 
level. 

6) Flood Level Display: The final step is to display the detected flood level. This can be done through various means such as 
graphical displays, numerical readouts, or alerts. The display system communicates the current flood level to users, allowing for 
timely and informed decisions. 

 
IV.      FLOOD DETECTION 

A. Data Collection 
In the project, we’ve established two crucial labels for our image classification system: (1) Flooding and (2) No Flooding. Next, 
we specify the file paths to our training and validation datasets. To artificially expand our data and improve model robustness, 
we leverage Keras’ powerful ImageDataGenerator function. This function allows us to create batches of augmented images on-the-
fly during training. By applying random transformations like rotations, flips, and scaling, we can generate variations of our existing 
images. This helps the model learn features that are invariant to minor changes in perspective and lighting, ultimately leading to 
better generalization on unseen data. 
 
B. Data Preprocesing 
To ensure compatibility with MobileNet’s pre-trained architecture, we adhere to its specific image size requirement of (224, 224) 
pixels. This ensures all input images are uniformly scaled, allowing the model to effectively extract relevant features. We then 
leverage Keras’ ImageDataGenerator to create batches of these preprocessed images for training. The batch size refers to the 
number of images processed by the network in a single iteration. Choosing an optimal batch size involves a trade-off between 
training speed and memory usage. Larger batch sizes can accelerate training but require more GPU memory. We’ll likely 
experiment with different batch sizes to find the sweet spot that maximizes training efficiency for our specific hardware and 
dataset size. 
 
C. Model Creation 
We define the output layer of our fine-tuned model with just 2 units, one for each class (Flooding and No Flooding). This replaces 
the original MobileNet’s final layer, which typically has 1000 units for classifying 1000 different categories. To achieve this 
transformation, we leverage the power of Keras’ Model class. We essentially create a new model instance by specifying the original 
MobileNet model as the input. However, instead of using its existing output layer, we define our new 2-unit output layer on top of 
the appropriate intermediate layer in the MobileNet architecture. This allows us to reuse the valuable feature extraction capabilities 
learned by MobileNet on ImageNet, while fine-tuning the final classification stage for our specific flood detection task. 
 
D. Testing and Evaluation 
We plot the results using a confusion matrix and also print accuracy score, f1 score, and precision score of our model. If all of 
the scores are over 98a very good performance. We have trained our model for about 5 minutes (10 epochs on computer with CPU 
and no GPU) and our training data was also small only around 300 images. Now we will provide our model with images one by one 
to make it predict what class the image belongs to. We will test it on images which are not from our initial data. 
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V.      EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

Fig. 2. Successful output in the python program 
 
The precision is the ratio tp/(tp+fp) where tp is the number of true positives and fp the number of false positives. The precision is 
intuitively the ability of the classifier not to label as positive a sample that is negative. The best value is 1 and the worst 
value is 0. Precision is one indicator of a machine learning model’s performance-the quality of a positive prediction made by the 
model. In this system it get 96% of precision. 
F1-score is one of the most important evaluation metrics in machine learning. It elegantly sums up the predictive performance 
of a model by combining two otherwise com- peting metrics-precision and recall. The F1-score combines the precision and recall 
of a classifier into a single metric by taking their harmonic mean. It is primarily used to compare the performance of two 
classifiers. In our system we get 98% of F1-score. 
Accuracy is one metric for evaluating classification models. Informally, accuracy is the fraction of predictions our model got right. 
Accuracy is the division of number of correct predictions and the total number of predictions. In this system, accuracy comes at 
about 98%. 

 
VI.      FUTURE SCOPE 

1) Applications supporting computer vision and IoT-based sensor approaches for flood monitoring and mapping include: 
 Early warning systems 
 Debris flow estimation 
 Flood risk management 
 Flood inundation mapping 
 Surface water velocity assessment 
 
2) Computer vision advantages: 
 Covers a broader range 
 Treats each point in the field of view (FOV) as a sensor for water level detection 
 
3) IoT sensor advantages: 
 Provides highly accurate point-based readings 
 
4) Shortcomings of computer vision and IoT sensors: 
 Computer vision: Less accurate 
 IoT sensors: Limited to point-based readings 
 
5) Complementary use of computer vision and IoT sensors: 
 Data fusion from both sources improves accuracy and reliability in flood monitoring stations 
 
6) Benefits of integrated approach: 
 Enables a comprehensive understanding of flood dy- namics 
 Facilitates more informed decision-making by author- ities 
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 Allows assessment of heavy rainfall impact on water- ways and infrastructure in real time 
 

7) Potential future enhancements: 
 Detection of flash floods through measurement of rain- fall intensity and accumulation 
 Incorporation of rainfall data into monitoring frame- work for rapid response to emerging flood risks 
 
8) Role of advances in machine learning and data analytics: 
 Enhances predictive capabilities of flood monitoring systems 
 Enables more accurate forecasting and early warning of flood events 
 
9) Overall significance: 
 Synergistic combination of computer vision and IoT- based sensor technologies represents a powerful ap-proach to flood 

monitoring and management 
 Enhances ability to monitor, map, and respond to flood events 
 Ultimately reduces risk of damage and protects lives and livelihoods in flood-prone areas. 

 
VII.      CONCLUSION 

The project entails the development of a sophisticated system aimed at monitoring and managing flood occurrences in nearby areas. 
By leveraging advanced technology, such as image recognition, we have successfully implemented a mech- anism to swiftly identify 
and differentiate between flooded and non-flooded regions. This achievement aligns seamlessly with the outlined objectives, ensuring 
that both local authorities and residents remain informed about the current status of flooding in their vicinity. One of the key 
strengths of our system lies in its exceptional accuracy, which has been achieved with minimal effort. Through meticulous 
design and rigorous testing, we have optimized the system to deliver reliable results consistently. This accuracy is crucial in 
facilitating timely responses to flood events, allowing for effective mitigation measures and resource allocation. In summary, our 
project represents a significant advancement in flood management and monitoring. Furthermore, our system is equipped with real- 
time data collection capabilities, integrating seamlessly with existing weather monitoring networks and satellite imaging systems. 
This integration enables us to not only detect ongoing flood events but also anticipate and track potential flood risks based on 
meteorological forecasts and historical patterns. By harnessing the power of predictive analytics, our system can provide early 
warnings to communities and authorities, empowering them to take proactive measures to safeguard lives and property. In essence, 
our project represents not only a technological breakthrough but also a testament to the power of innovation in addressing pressing 
environmental issues. By harnessing the latest advancements in image recognition, data analytics, and remote sensing, we are 
paving the way for more resilient and sustainable communities in the face of climate uncertainty. 
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